No. 1 men’s lacrosse picks up first NESCAC win, jumps
to 3-0 on the season
see SPORTS / BACK PAGE

3P’s ‘After the Revolution’
tells story with a Tufts
connection

Women’s fencing put up tough fight at NCAA Regional
Championships
see SPORTS / BACK PAGE
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Tufts Technology SAPAC works to bring Hindi-Urdu program to
Services to
Tufts, following passing of Senate resolution
prepare for wifi
refresh over
spring break
by Robert Katz

Assistant News Editor

by Isha Fahad
News Editor

Tufts Technology Services ( TTS)
will prepare for a full wifi refresh over
the summer by implementing network
switch replacements throughout the
upcoming spring break on the Medford/
Somerville campus. The preliminary
work will start Monday, March 21 and
continue through Friday, March 25,
according to a campus-wide email sent
last week by TTS Director of Enterprise
Infrastructure Theresa Regan.
The full wifi refresh will occur
after commencement in May, and will
be completed by the start of the upcoming academic year, the email read.
According to Regan, the email
was sent to all students living in residence halls to provide information
in advance of work being done over
spring break. TTS is preparing community announcements for students,
faculty and staff from the broader
Medford/Somerville campus about the
wifi refresh for the summer, she said.
“The wifi refresh is an aggressive
initiative across all three Tufts campuses,” Regan wrote to the Daily in an
email. “This initiative will replace all
wireless access points with new access
points which will better support the
growing numbers and types of mobile
devices relying [on] wifi connectivity
through newer technologies.”
According to the email, the work
will be completed daily between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. during the upcoming spring
break. While this work is being completed, neither wired nor wireless services
will be available in the residence hall
where the work is being conducted.
“The wifi refresh on the Medford/
Somerville campus will be staged building-by-building, residence hall-by-residence hall,” Regan explained.
For buildings that are not being
worked on, both wired and wireless
network connectivity, both wired and
wireless, will remain available throughout the process, she explained.
“The loss of wifi connectivity is limited to the direct area covered by the
see WIFI, page 3
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The Tufts Community Union ( TCU)
Senate unanimously passed a resolution calling for the integration of HindiUrdu into the undergraduate foreign
language curriculum, a recent initiative of the South Asian Political Action
Committee (SAPAC), during its meeting last Sunday. The resolution, co-authored by TCU Senators Rati Srinivasan
and Benya Kraus and SAPAC Executive
Board Member Hershel Tamboli, follows the introduction of a now-inactive
Senate survey gauging student interest
in the language and the publication of
a SAPAC blog post on the topic written
by Tamboli.
In order to further the initiative, Tamboli explained that
a SAPAC event will be hosted in late
April, where students and faculty from
both Tufts and other schools that teach
Hindi-Urdu can discuss the language’s
value on campus, as well as the challenges of bringing it to Tufts.
“We want to concentrate that
demand in one place, and make it palpable,” Tamboli, a sophomore, said.
According to Tamboli, offering classes in the language would be critical to
a comprehensive education on South
Asia, as Hindi, combined with its sister
language Urdu, is the fourth most spoken language internationally.
“It’s kind of a glaring hole in the
academic environment here,” Tamboli
said. “We have this Middle East and
South Asia concentration in the
[International Relations] major, so it’s
kind of bizarre that they’re lumped
together because they’re simply not
one region. But also, more importantly,
anyone pursuing that concentration
right now could only take Arabic, so
that would be irrelevant to anyone
focusing on South Asia, and we do
have substantial South Asia coursework now.”
Tamboli explained that the lack of
a Hindi-Urdu component currently is
a result of a lack of progression in the
Middle East and South Asia curriculum.
“When
the
curriculum
was
designed…there was little to no coursework about South Asia,” Tamboli said.
“Obviously the political climate
has changed so much in the world
since then, and South Asia is becoming
a far more relevant part of the world. I
think that has precipitated the rise in
South Asian coursework.”
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Members of the South Asian Political Action Committee meet to discuss their interest in
creating a new Hindi-Urdu language program on March 8.
SAPAC Chair Vidya Srinivasan added
that there has been a “threefold convergence” of increased coursework on
South Asia within the university, an
increased global relevance of South
Asia and higher rates of recruitment
and matriculation of Asian and AsianAmerican students, which contributes
to the necessity of a Hindi-Urdu program at Tufts.
First-year Akshat Rajan, an international student from Mumbai, India,
expresses his full support for the program, and said he believes many Indian
students on campus could more easily
complete their language requirements
if Hindi-Urdu courses were offered.
Sophomore Somya Banwari, a
student of Indian ethnicity from
California, said she was in support of
bringing the language to campus for
several reasons.
“South Asia is an incredibly
important region that is more or
less overlooked at Tufts politically,” Banwari said. “Language is a form
of representation, and the lack of it
is really quite upsetting, particularly when Tufts does offer classes with
much lower international representation such as Swahili.”
Tamboli said that the Department of
German, Russian and Asian Languages
and Literatures (GRALL) has only
offered “soft support” for this initiative
due to financial concerns about adding
a new language curriculum. Through
an informal conversation with department members, Tamboli said that the
department would probably not com-
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mit any sources to the initiative at this
point in time.
“We don’t have the conviction yet
from them that this is something they
want or can have,” he said.
GRALL Department Chair Gregory
Carleton agreed that Hindu-Urdu has
educational and international significance, but that financial difficulties are a
large obstacle in implementing a program for the language, since comprehensive language programs are often accompanied by relevant culture classes.
“Are you just going to teach the
language or are you going to embed
that language with the faculty? That’s
quite a commitment on the university’s
part,” Carleton said.
He
also
expressed
concerns
that given financial constraints, for
the time being, Hindi-Urdu could only
be implemented by sacrificing existing
courses in the department.
“Question is, can we integrate something that doesn’t take away something
else?” he asked.
Carleton explained that the difficulty of adding new languages to current
course offerings is evidenced by the
fact that the last new language to be
added at Tufts was Portugeuse, which
began in 2008, according to an April 6,
2007 Daily article.
However,
Tamboli
said
he
believes funds could be found to support Hindi-Urdu.
“We understand that GRALL is in a
tricky position, but we disagree that
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Language departments cite financial constraints in
preventing new language offering
HINDI-URDU

continued from page 1
Tufts as a whole has no money anywhere for this program,” Tamboli said.
“It’s high time that money start flowing
to the right places, let alone to overdue
academic opportunities like HindiUrdu. If the money can be found and
allocated appropriately, GRALL will
not have to shed faculty.”
Tamboli, who has been in contact
with Carleton, said that SAPAC is not
pushing for the immediate implementation of a full-fledged language program.
“One of the points that [Carleton] made
was that trying to make this program is
going to be very expensive,” Tamboli said.
“I don’t think he really understands we’re
not asking for them to do a full-blown

program starting next fall. We’re asking
for a Hindi 1, a Hindi 2, then grow it out
accordingly. We can look at the numbers
and student support and go from there.”
Carleton also noted that there has
been no official department discussion
so far about adding Hindi-Urdu, nor a
formal discussion with the deans, who
he said will be crucial in the decision
making process.
As to why no formal discussions have yet been begun
with GRALL, Tamboli explained
that the campaign is not ready.
“We have yet to begin any substantive discussions with GRALL because
we have spent the last semester conducting research, designing a survey
and talking to TCU Senate, faculty and

administration,” Tamboli said. “This
project has many moving parts and
we want to the build the strongest
case possible before running to the
third floor of Olin and asking for new
courses.”
Tamboli said he believes the unanimous vote on this week’s TCU Senate
resolution sends a “strong, unified
message to the administration.”
“It doesn’t just simply call for courses to be created, but also lays out
our thoughtful arguments,” he said. “I
think it’s a powerful document based
on real research. My hope is that this
resolution will serve as solid proof of
student demand for the program and
assure the university that they can fill
Hindi-Urdu classrooms.”
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comedy show for Tufts Funny Ladies
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Comedian Natasha Leggero performs at Cohen Auditorium on
March 16.
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group Tufts Funny Ladies opens for comedian Natasha Leggero at
Cohen Auditorium on March 16.
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Kinsey Drake
Channeling Ina

Chemistry in the
kitchen

S

cience is everywhere! By everywhere, I don’t mean Tisch group
study the night before all of the
chemistry and biology exams.
Science rules most things in the world
around us, including all of the cooking
and baking processes that turn raw ingredients into delicious food. Food chemistry
is by far the best kind of chemistry.
Food chemistry is…
…acids and bases without titrations:
Bases break down the pectin in the
cell walls of vegetables. This helps them
to cook faster and turn sweeter with very
little effort on your part. Just add a pinch
of baking soda to your vegetables in your
next pureed soup and taste the difference.
Conversely, acids can prevent your vegetables from cooking thoroughly. If you are
making a soup, curry or sauce with tomatoes — a fairly acidic ingredient — hold
off on adding the tomatoes until your
potatoes or other hard root vegetables are
fully cooked. Otherwise, they might take
excessively long to become tender.
…buffers without ionic strength
equations:
Create a buffer in your scrambled eggs
by whisking them with a little salt before
cooking them. The salt acts as a buffer
between the protein molecules to prevent
them from linking too tightly when heated. In addition to making more tender,
fluffy scrambled eggs, this will prevent the
eggs from exuding liquid just a few minutes after they’re done cooking.

TTS prepares for a full wifi-refresh to improve
connectivity on campus
WIFI

continued from page 1
wireless access point being swapped
out and replaced which requires less
than 30-minutes,” Regan noted.
Manager of Service Marketing
and
Communication
Christine
Fitzgerald explained that the network
switch replacement initiative encompasses multiple switches per residence
hall and is a sequential replacement
process.
“We will replace one switch and
ensure all services are operational and
then proceed to the next switch and
continue sequentially until all switches
are replaced and all network services
are operational,” she said. “We estimate the 30-minute outage based on
moving the cords (Ethernet cables) as
each switch is replaced.”
The email that went to students living in residence halls on the Medford
campus also stated the daily schedule
and venues for network switch replacement, so that students can plan their
routine ahead in case they are staying
on campus during the spring break.
In an effort to minimize service disruptions and any impacts to students,
TTS is opting to replace the network
switches during spring break, as the
residence halls will be lightly-populated, Regan noted.
According to Fitzgerald, TTS is opting to change the network switches over
spring break because these replacements require substantially more time
to prepare and deploy within clos-

ets than the replacement of wireless
access points. Network closets exist
within each residence hall and are
in public areas, so replacing a network switch impacts all of the services
connected to that switch, she said.
However, she explained that wireless
access points are simple to replace and
are visible within the public hallways
and gathering areas.
“Replacing an access point only
impacts the general vicinity of that
access point,” Fitzgerald said.
She added that these access points
will be replaced over the course of the
summer, once all network switches
have been replaced this semester.
A number of the network switches deployed in some residence halls
are older and do not have built-in
Power-over-Ethernet (POE), according to Fitzgerald. “POE provides the
necessary power (electricity) to the
wireless access point eliminating
separate power cords and plugs,”
Fitzgerald explained. “Staging this
work to be done over spring break
allows us to keep an aggressive schedule for the upcoming summer of access
point replacements.”
Wireless was initially rolled out in
2010 and was extended to many outdoor areas during the summers of 2013
and 2014, Regan explained.
“This is the first full refresh of the
infrastructure since the initial rollout in 2010.” Regan said. “Prior to
wifi networks, there were wired networks which supported data and tele-

phone services. Tufts was a wired network prior to introducing wifi between
2009 and 2010.”
According
to
Fitzgerald,
the
wifi refresh will be able to provide greater ease for various devices to connect to
Tufts’ network and increase mobility as
one wanders from place to place.
Sophomore Amy Sokolow explained
said that she is hopeful about the prospects of the full refresh, since the wifi
in her friend’s rooms that are at the
end of hallways or on higher floors of
dorms can be spotty.
“Overall, the wifi connection is pretty good, and about 75 percent of the
time I don’t have a problem in my room
in South Hall or in the campus center, the dining halls or other common
spaces,” she told Daily in an email. “I
hope that the wifi refresh will help my
room to have better, faster and more
consistent service that won’t occasionally crash on me.”
Wireless technology remains among
the most rapidly changing area of the
IT landscape, and the industry sees
significant enhancements in the protocol and technology approximately
every three to five years, Regan said.
“Tufts intends to pace its wireless
network renewal, enhancements and
refresh cycles with industry technology changes to provide our community with the best possible experience,” Regan said. “Technology continues to evolve and Tufts continues
to [assess] the new technology and
service offerings.”

…organic synthesis without NMR:
The Maillard reaction is responsible
for the flavor in anything seared or caramelized, from steaks to pancakes. Amino
acids and reducing sugars (Chem 171,
anyone?) react together to give your food
a rich, toasted flavor as well as the nice
golden-brown color. To encourage browning, dry off your vegetables or meat before
cooking in a super-hot pan.
…crystallization without isomeric
configurations:
What makes brownies chewy and cakes
fluffy comes down to the crystalline structures of the various fats used in the different
recipes. Brownies from a mix are made with
unsaturated fats such as vegetable oils. This
creates alpha-crystals that are relatively disordered, making the final baked good much
chewier. Cakes, on the other hand, tend to
use butter, which is a fat that comprises primarily beta-crystals that are better ordered,
creating lighter baked goods.
…electrostatic repulsions without
Coulombs:
The overall amount of melting and
gooey cheese-nirvana in a grilled cheese
is completely governed by the electrostatic repulsions between the cations in
your cheese. Cheeses with lots of calcium ions and a high pH, like gruyere or
emmental, melt beautifully and are perfect for sauces and sandwiches. Crumbly
or more aged cheeses with a good amount
of tangy sharp flavor (like feta or parmesan, respectively) have a lower pH and less
elasticity, which means that while they are
delicious, they are not what you should go
to for your next grilled cheese.
Kinsey Drake is a sophomore majoring
in biochemistry. She can be reached at
kinsey.drake@tufts.edu.
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Stina Stannik
After Years

‘Met Breuer’ fails to meet expectations
by Eran Sabaner

Assistant Arts Editor

The Whitney Museum’s decision to
move from its Madison Avenue location
to the Meatpacking District was a bold,
yet very smart judgment for many reasons. Moving downtown meant moving
away from big name competitors such
as the MoMA and Guggenheim. Yet the
move also meant that the museum is
now closer to the art galleries in Chelsea
and SoHo which allows the museum to
be more in touch with the contemporary art scene. Moving to a livelier and
trendier neighborhood means a larger
audience for the museum. The Whitney’s
Frank Stella retrospective was a blockbuster and, as proven by the increasing number of Instagram and Facebook
check-ins, the museum has significantly
become more popular, especially among
young museumgoers.
While the Whitney’s new location has
been beneficial for the institution, the
Met has made an even smarter move by
acquiring the old Whitney and transforming it into the Met Breuer. Up until
now, compared to other large museums,
the Met had two major shortcomings —
it did not have a substantial contemporary art collection, especially compared to the MoMA, and focused almost
exclusively on Western art, unapologetically ignoring other cultures. The Met
Breuer seeks to address these flaws by
focusing on contemporary art and promoting diversity. While the Met Breuer
is more or less able to reach its goal, the
overall museum experience is nevertheless disappointing.

It is fitting that the Met Breuer is
placed on Madison Avenue. Even if
it does concentrate on modern and
contemporary art, the exhibitions at
the Met Breuer are nowhere as groundbreaking as the exhibitions at the
Whitney or New Museum. However,
the location is not necessarily out of
touch with the contemporary art, with
the Gagosian Gallery located only two
blocks away.
The inaugural shows wish to overcome the issues with which the Met
has been struggling. By contrasting
recent works with Classical paintings,
the first show “Unfinished: Thoughts
Left Visible” serves to signify the Met’s
effort to be more in touch with contemporary art. Featuring “unfinished”
works from Titian to Van Gogh to
Warhol and Basquiat, the show covers
more than 500 years of Western art. The
first floor, which covers Renaissance
to Post-impressionism, is intriguing.
There is something unethical, almost
sinister, about seeing unfinished work
in a museum setting, and finding
meaning in its incompleteness allows
for a thought-provoking and new way
to view art.
While the first floor is somewhat
interesting, the second floor is a mess.
The whole floor is strangely curated; one jumps from Picasso to FelixGonzalez in a single room. The “unfinished” concept is stretched for the sake
of contemporary art, and most of the
recent works are not really unfinished.
For example, the show considers a drip
painting by Pollock to be unfinished
because it does not have clear borders.

Felix-Gonzalez’s masterpiece “Portrait
of Ross in LA” (1991) is defined as
unfinished because the work destructs
and constructs itself eternally. These
definitions of “unfinished” feel more
like an excuse to present contemporary art, with some of the works, like
Rodin’s “Hand of God” (1898), lacking
explanations as to why they are “unfinished.” While most of these works are
by major artists who are significant
within the history of art, they are nonetheless out of context with the theme
of the exhibition.
The museum also features a retrospective of the Indian artist Nasreen
Mohamedi. Selecting Nasreen Mohamedi
as the first major artist to have a retrospective in the museum is a pleasant decision,
but it also feels misplaced. Mohamedi is
a tremendously talented artist and it is a
shame that her work has up to now been
so underrated, but her work in this exhibit, however, which largely consists photographs and ink work of rectangular space
and structures, is not flashy enough to
lead the inaugural show.
Overall, the Met Breuer is a terrific concept that fails to meet expectations with its first shows. Following in
the footsteps of the Tate Museum in
London (which separated into the Tate
Modern and Tate Britain in early 2000s),
the Met hopes to become a leading
institution in every single period of art.
In the case of the Tate, the separation
was a success. The Met has potential to
be equally successful, yet only time will
tell whether the institution will join the
ranks of the MoMA and Guggenheim in
terms of contemporary art.

GRYFFINDOR VIA WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

The Breuer building in 2010, when it was the Whitney Museum of Art.
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Chapter Six
Editor’s note: This column is part of a fictional weekly serial.
n retrospect, Cecilia could see how
hacking the classified historical records
of a foreign country’s security service
might have been a bad idea. She’d done
it a few times for her non-profit back home,
always without informing her supervisors,
of course, but the targets had always been
much more innocuous and with fewer
resources at their disposal for retaliation
and investigation. Maybe those covert successes, and the satisfaction in finally putting
skills acquired during long bored childhood
winters to use for what she deemed a good
cause, had gone to her head and somehow
made investigating her grandfather’s past
seem feasible. Just to confirm the major
points, nothing too specific or international
security-endangering.
Which is how she’d ended up first blindfolded in the back seat of an unmarked
police vehicle and now here, in some
dingy basement conference room, locked
in but fortunately not handcuffed. It had
all escalated unnecessarily quickly.
The door opened at the far end of
the room and a middle-aged woman in
uniform backed in, a mug in each hand.
“Here, have some tea,” she said without
unsmiling. Cecilia accepted hers automatically, unsure if it was an offer as much as
a command.
“Is this really part of your headquarters?”
she found herself asking, plowing ahead
as if the situation weren’t precarious and
bizarre enough already. “I honestly expected
something flashier, unless maybe you don’t
bother wasting the ritz and glitz on the people you plan to eliminate —”
The agent just looked at her over the
rim of her mug. Even the slight smudge of
lipstick over onto her cheek didn’t mar her
unruffable stoicism.
Cecilia sighed.
“Look, I’m sure you’ve heard this before,
but this is honestly a misunderstanding.
You clearly think I’m working for somebody
to try to bring down your government, I
deserve that, completely my bad, but I was
just looking for some family history, really.
My grandfather is —”
“We know who your grandfather is, or
was,” the agent interrupted.
“Of course you do.” Cecilia rubbed her
eyes with one hand, feeling like this was all
happening out of order. “Can I call my mom
real quick? It’d be a local number. Just to let
her know I won’t be home for lunch.”
The agent, despite her calm, flat expression, seemed almost amused. “We’re not
looking to detain you. Doing so would
raise unanswerable questions we’d rather
avoid. We’re going to release you, no caveats, with the expectation that once you
know a bit more about the situation you’ll
be as eager as we are to let these stories die
with your grandfather.”
“You’re lucky I just met the guy, or I might
be offended by that.” No one would ever
believe she’d been this cocky, if she ever managed to share the story. “But let’s hear it. What
is so bad that you expect me to just forget the
fact that my grandfather once helped expose
some massive criminal syndicate?”
At last the agent smiled. “Ah, now I see
the misunderstanding. Your grandfather
didn’t expose the syndicate. He ran it.”

I

Stina Stannik is a senior majoring in Peace
and Justice studies. She can be reached
at Stina.Stannik@tufts.edu. She is also a
Contributing Writer at the Tufts Daily.
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3Ps brings professor’s family history to stage with ‘After
the Revolution’
by Cassidy Olsen

Assistant Arts Editor

Members of Tufts’ oldest student organization, theater group Pen, Paint and
Pretzels (3Ps), have created a collaborative
decision-making space for student directors
to share and discuss production ideas. The
group convened late last fall to hear proposals for major productions for the upcoming
semester before ideas were voted on by the
membership. One of the proposals came
from junior Blair Nodelman, a first-time
director for 3Ps.
Although she had previously assistant-directed the productions of Torn Ticket II’s
“Into the Woods” and the department show
“Daybreak,” Nodelman had never directed
on her own and wanted to choose a show
that would be true to her personal interests,
and those of 3Ps and the Tufts community.
After exploring her options, Nodelman
decided to propose “After the Revolution,”
a 2010 play by Amy Herzog that focuses on
a family of Marxist political activists in 1999
and their individual struggles with ideology,
identity and truth. The character of Emma
Joseph, the beating heart of the play, is a
recent law school graduate who must come
to terms with her relationships and the future
of her activism, upon discovering that her late
Communist grandfather, whom she revered,
may have been a Soviet spy — a fact that was
hidden from her by her father for her whole
life. She must then make decisions about her
grandfather’s namesake fund in support of
Mumia Abu-Jumal, a black nationalist convicted of killing a police officer, and analyze
what it really means to be innocent.
“I really loved that it was a play about a
complicated family, but it didn’t dress it up
too much,” Nodelman said. “I loved that it
was about politics…I thought it was a really
apt play for the election coming up, and that
it spoke to a lot of issues, especially on the
Tufts campus; how we vocalize [our] ideologies and our beliefs and morals.”
Nodelman explained that she was attracted to the play’s depiction of complex and
“mostly healthy” relationships that reminded her of those in her own family. What she
didn’t understand at the time of her proposal,
however, was the historical reality of many of
those relationships, and the profoundly close
ties that exists between “After the Revolution”
and the Tufts community.
Paul Joseph, professor of sociology and
former director of the Department of Peace
and Justice Studies Department at Tufts, was
actually one of the sources of inspiration for
the playwright Amy Herzog, who is his niece,
in her original crafting of the show.
“I actually didn’t know that it was about
Paul Joseph until after I chose the play,”
Nodelman said. “It actually had nothing to do
with that [at the beginning], and all to do with
that in the end.”
The play’s character, Uncle Leo, is based
directly on Joseph, just as many of the characters and their stories in “After the Revolution”
are drawn from the real Joseph family.
“[Amy] came up to Boston for a long
weekend and interviewed me, and interviewed my brother, and there’s some parts of
the play that literally happened from what I
told her,” Joseph explained. “The scene with
the kite sticks, where I [painted] my father as
the owner of a lumberyard [despite being] in
financial difficulty, and he stood by me…that
actually happened.”
Joseph proved to be an essential
resource for the cast and crew of the
3Ps’ production after it was accepted,
prior to its three-night run from March

10 to 12. He advised the
actors on their character work and served
as a “second dramaturg” to the production’s dramaturg Rachel
Sheldon, according to
Nodelman. Joseph also
put Nodelman in touch
with Amy Herzog and
did a talkback after
Friday evening’s show
along with his brother
Andrew and Andrew’s
wife Pam, who are the
inspirations for Ben and
Mel in the play.
“He
came
into
rehearsal and talked to
the cast,” she said. “A lot
of the photos in the back
[of the stage production]
were his family photos.” The cast of 3Ps production of the play “After the Revolution.”
“I gave [Blair] too
many family pictures,” Joseph said.
part, and is about a Latino communiJoseph described an “emotional accura- ty,” Nodelman said. “[He gave me] a lot of
cy” in many of the characters and their rela- advice about what I should do and how I
tionships, with many aspects of the play true should reach out to [the Latino Center].”
to the life of the Joseph family.
The Department of Drama and Dance has
“In the [talkback] after the Friday perfor- received criticism for their approach to divermance, the first question was regarding the sity in the past, specifically in their spring 2014
emotional accuracy of the play,” he said. “I production of “RENT.” According to a January
think it is fairly accurate…emotionally accu- 31, 2014 Daily article, the cast of the departrate. [The characters of] myself, my brother, ment’s production did not reflect the racial
my stepmother, my father, those [personal- and ethnic diversity present in most other stuities] are tracking pretty closely [to reality].”
dent or professional productions of “RENT.”
In his character work with some of the
The department indirectly responded
actors, Joseph explored the closeness of the to criticism at the time in a statement on
relationships and personalities in the play to their website, which read: “We hope that our
the actual people they are based on.
production of ‘RENT,’ re-considered twenty
“Two of the characters in the play are my years after its original presentation, will invite
brother and myself, and the two [actors] who audiences to turn their attention to the milwere playing the brothers [sophomore Ben lions of definitions and possibilities inherent
Fuligni and junior Paxton Crystal]…asked me in the word ‘diversity.'”
to review what our fraternal relationship was,
Nodelman said that 3Ps approach to castto see if they could mirror that at all,” he ing for “After the Revolution” was important
said. “My stepmother is a figure in the play to staying true to the play.
as well, and she was a special person [and] a
“[The character Miguel being Latino]
unique personality. The student playing Vera was integral to the structure of the play…
[first-year Chopper Carter-Schelp] was very [Otherwise] it could just be a bunch of uppercurious to know the combination of being class white people sitting around, bitching
very strong, caustic and critical yet also funny, about politics,” she said.
unique, committed and loving, and how all
Sophomore Miguel Rodriguez Santos, a
those things got put together.”
first-time actor who played Miguel in the
Joseph said that some aspects of the play 3Ps production, said he found out about
are fictional, artistic constructions on the part the role through the Latino Center and
of Herzog.
chose to audition.
“[In real life] there is no ‘Emma’ per se,”
“It was just something I had always wanthe said. “Emma [played by first-year Amanda ed to try,” Santos explained. “I read up on the
Rose] is a composite of the next generation — play and I thought it was really interesting:
Amy and some of her cousins. The idea of the the family dynamics and the racial tension
Joe Joseph Fund is also her construction. My between Emma, her family and me.”
father died and left part of his inheritance to
Santos said that the themes of racial and
political causes, but there was no fund, per se.” ethnic discrimination in the play were central
Another invention in the script was to his motivations for pursuing the role.
the character of Miguel, Emma’s boy“I think [that was important], bringing
friend-turned-employee who chooses to work that to an audience for them to analyze and
for her at the Joe Joseph Fund rather than to say, ‘This is happening. This is still happenexplore a better-paying job out of law school. ing,'” he said. “It may be almost 20 years after
As a Latino man, Miguel is the only specified ’99, but it’s still relevant. That was one of the
character of color in the play’s small ensem- main reasons I decided to do it.”
ble. According to Nodelman, the experiencNodelman says she is thankful for the coles of Miguel’s character highlight the racial laboration with the Latino Center and hopes
disparity of privilege and opportunity in the it will increase connection between the theUnited States, as part of the play’s exploration ater community and resource centers of the
of racism.
Group of Six in the future.
Nodelman, with the guidance of drama
“It was a really wonderful experience and
professor Noe Montez, reached out to the I’m really glad that the connection was made
Tufts’ Latino Center for assistance in casting with the Center,” she said.
the role of Miguel.
Nodelman added that she had a lot of
“[Montez] teaches Latino theater class help from the show’s producer junior Rachel
and he directed [Tufts’ production of] Canowitz and the director of programming for
‘Welcome to Arroyo’s’ (2013), which com- 3Ps, senior Evey Reidy, as well as Rubén Stern,
prised of Latino students, for the most [director of] the Latino Center.

COURTESY BLAIR NODELMAN

“Meeting with [Stern] and using him to
communicate what the play was about to
the other communities was actually interesting, because he could not remember a
time where the theater community actually
personally reached out to him, which I found
really surprising,” she said.
Nodelman added that the outreach and
auditioning process is something 3Ps is
particularly conscious of.
Santos, Nodelman and Joseph all referenced the connections they see between
“After the Revolution” and activism on
the Tufts campus, and the play’s relevance to both the immediate and more
widespread community.
“Given that we are a very politically
active, movement-driven campus, I think
[the play] is very relevant,” Santos said.
He referenced the #thethreepercent
movement that rose to prominence on
campus last semester. It addresses and
protests anti-black racism within the
university and on other college campuses across the nation. Santos said that
student activism and Tufts’ diversity
problems are related to the themes of
“After the Revolution.”
“Especially because Tufts is such a
white campus…and the student body of
color here is so small, we basically cling to
each other,” he said. “I think bringing that
to the stage…was really important.”
Nodelman said the play also has a relevancy to the current political climate of
the country.
“I think especially now with the
sort of…political tremor of the United
States, I think it’s especially appropriate,” she said. “We’re disconnected from
the ‘blacklist’ and the Red Scare, but
there’s very similar things happening in
our society now, with Islamaphobia and
other sentiments of paranoia.”
Joseph said he was happy that a lot of his
colleagues went to the show Friday night,
given its relevance for faculty and students
on campus. As the faculty leader for the fossil
fuel divestment movement at Tufts, Joseph
sees some continuity in that work with the
work of his father and other activists represented in “After the Revolution.”
“I wish there was more appreciation for
how you can work together despite differences, but it’s not easy, and this inner turmoil
as well as the external…[is] not just in the
United States and at Tufts, but so many countries and places,” he said. “I wish we could do
better, but I think that’s part of the territory.
We could always do better.”
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EDITORIAL

Tinder, reexamined
Tinder may not be ubiquitous, but
it can feel that way. The rise of dating apps like Tinder, and Grindr before
it have changed the way many of us
go about our lives amid the hook-up
scene. A Tinder campus representative
and junior at Tufts, interviewed by the
Huffington Post in 2013, estimated that
40 percent of Tufts undergraduates had
downloaded the app, and that 80 percent of the school’s Greek population
used the service. Though his numbers
were one person’s estimation, the app
is common enough. Rather than relying
on parties or in-person social activities to meet potential “matches,” users
can have a fulfilling conversation with
another person whom they swiped right
on. For all of the controversy and tsk-tsking that seems to surround it, it certainly
is functional — people sometimes find
lasting relationships, and even on the
rare occasion, marriage.
Tinder’s popularity stems from ease
of use and convenience. That said, it is
not without its drawbacks. Far from it,

the app can bring out the worst in us,
especially among people who spam or
harass others to a drastically inappropriate degree, as is common among many
on the Internet. Even the act of swiping
left or right users’ images on Tinder
as a pastime encourages and rewards
some of our most base instincts and
prejudices of social and racial stereotyping, and rote objectification of other
human beings. Unfortunately, none of
this is new or only because of Tinder,
but it brings out and accents the things
we do that in the light we would disavow.
The app is also not as safe as it may
seem. There is a lack of background and
identity checking in the virtual dating
scene, which makes pretending to be
someone else, or “catfishing,” very easy.
Many women will tell that they often
receive unsolicited, explicit messages
that are at best creepy and at worst abusive and predatory. Catfishing, according to the Tufts Center for Awareness,
Resources and Education, is a phenomenon in which “someone pretends to be

someone they’re not, using social media
to create false identities.” Recently, catfishers pretending to be Tufts students
have met up with other students through
dating apps such as Tinder searching for
a hookup. While Tinder uses a Facebook
verification system, people can easily
make fake Facebook accounts to perpetuate predatory or inappropriate behavior, a tendency that is indicative of an
Internet where harassment is all too
common.
Tinder takes the idea of an “information superhighway” and turns that
lens towards human connection, for
good and for ill. As every rose has its
thorns, dating apps facilitate the search
for everything between the casual hookup and the intimate relationship. While
Tinder and social media broadly are not
the end of the world, as anyone who
abuses the word “Millenial” will argue,
it would benefit anyone using Tinder
to remember not to get too swept up in
swiping left and right as the sole means
of connection.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
BY ALLISON MEROLA
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Aren Torikian
The Arena

March Madness

A

pparently Google searches
about moving to Canada have
spiked in the last month. Part
of the effect is probably heartthrob and “The Arena”-favorite Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau, who was just in
Washington, D.C. But I’m honestly not
sure that Canada won’t build a wall to
keep Americans out with the way these
elections are going.
On Tuesday, Donald Trump stretched
his lead over the rest of the Republican
Party with a huge win in Florida, a winner-take-all state. Florida’s 99 delegates
are Trump’s biggest step towards the
1237 needed to win the nomination.
Don’t look now, but a real estate mogul
with a failed line of steaks is more than
50 percent of the way to the Republican
nomination. What seemed like a joke,
and then a phase and then a possibility
may become a certainty.
After losing in his home state of
Florida, Marco Rubio dropped out, warning the party of Trump’s candidacy. While
I advocated for Ohio Governor John
Kasich to quit to make room for Rubio,
the opposite happened. Kasich cleaned
up in his home state last night, and will
definitely get some Rubio voters moving
forward. Rubio even told his Ohio voters to vote for Kasich. Again, I think this
effect nationwide would have been larger
if Rubio had been the one to stay in.
The path to stopping Trump now is to
block him from getting the majority of
delegates at all. This will be harder with
more winner-take-all primaries coming
up, but if Cruz and Kasich can prevent
a majority until the convention in July,
we will see a candidate crowned then. It
may not even be somebody in the running right now; delegates and the party
could shift their vote to somebody like
Speaker Paul Ryan or even Mitt Romney.
But I’m not going to overestimate the
GOP anymore. I wouldn’t trust this party
to decide on hors d’oeuvres, let alone a
candidate.
While we’re on spring break, Trump
will continue to stretch his lead. In winner-take-all Arizona, he has the backing of legendary anti-illegal immigration
Sheriff Joe Arpaio — the guy may as well
come out of a John Wayne film. Utah will
be more difficult to call, as there hasn’t
been nearly enough polling in the state.
As for Bernie Sanders, the momentum from his unexpected win in
Michigan seemed to disappear; he
failed to win a single state, just barely
losing in Missouri. It’s becoming harder and harder to see a path to victory
for Sanders, because Democrats allocate delegates on a proportional basis.
Sanders needs to win and win big. But
even if Sanders loses, his campaign has
brought issues like affordable education
and income inequality to the forefront
of the Democratic Party and of discourse
as a whole.
Smart money is now probably on
Trump vs. Clinton for the Presidency. But
if this primary season has taught me anything, it’s that smart money is not always
that smart. Somewhere in Florida, Jeb
Bush and Marco Rubio (loyal readers of
“The Arena”) nod in agreement.
Aren Torikian is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. Aren can be reached
at Aren.Torikian@tufts.edu.
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OP-ED

Anatomy of a foreign policy
by Zach Shapiro
It’s a good thing the Obama Doctrine
can only fall so short before January 20,
2017. But just under a year gives the
President plenty of time for more mistakes. In Syria, ISIS consolidates power
as Russia beefs up its military presence
and regional influence. Not long ago, the
Obama administration pursued negotiations with an erratic and mercurial
North Korean regime over its nuclear
arsenal. In light of the President’s trouble in foreign affairs, I’ll suggest some
guidelines for what a successful — or
even coherent — foreign policy strategy
looks like.
A starting point for any foreign policy is understanding and operating
within an inconvenient and challenging reality. Niccolo Machiavelli wrote in
“The Prince” of accepting the “effectual
truth,” the world as it is, not as one
wills it. Foreign policy is not made in a
vacuum; a strong and successful foreign
policy cannot operate on wishful thinking. It must see lurking danger, risk and
opportunity. Nor can it be grounded in

the thought that the world is a charming
fixer-upper. President Obama missed
the mark in Iraq because he failed to
account for the power vacuums the
withdrawal created. In justifying scaling
down the American presence there, he
saw what he wanted to see: a comfortable, convenient exit strategy.
This shrewdness of understanding
is not limited to a country’s worldview,
but also extends to its assessment of
its strengths and weaknesses. A good
American president knows he or she
commands the most formidable fighting force in history, but cannot send
it everywhere. This president knows
there can be no military action without
a set of clear, quantifiable and realistic
objectives, recognizing that military
action requires long-term commitments, often to the chagrin of a lessthan-informed public.
To that end, an effective foreign policy-maker is fully aware of all of his or
her capabilities. A true statesman separates and distinguishes different tools
at his/her disposal before he/she strategizes and acts. A deft strategist knows

that hard military power is not necessarily first resort. Soft, economic and
cultural power is especially effective in
the digital age. The Internet allows for
the spread of ideas, GIFs and cultural
appeal. A model administration won’t
speak pugnaciously about “getting rid
of ISIS” by “[taking] their oil.” Its policies — and the rhetoric it employs —
are nuanced and thoughtful.
The most skilled foreign policymakers see the whole board, cognizant of the
law of physics that for every action, there
is an equal or opposite reaction. They
account for the vested interests of every
actor. Most relevant to Mr. Obama, when
they want to shift the geo-political focus
of their strategy eastward, they pivot in
theory, but not in public.
Perhaps most uncomfortably, a good
leader honors his/her threats. Harsh as
it may sound, force should not always
be plan A. But it is often necessary and
most effective. It cannot, however, be
used to accomplish strategic goals if a
country’s threats hold no weight. When
a dictator is poised to use gas against
dissidents and opposition, that is not

the time for red lines to look vague, to
fade or to recede. A statesman must act
when redlines are crossed, lest credible
threats of force become useless. Without
this, foreign policy can only accomplish
so many strategic objectives. At the
same time, however, a wise administration adheres to past commitments. It
respects allies and treats them as such,
knowing full well it may need their help
in projecting power on a regional level
or simply to get things done. Put another
way, it avoids alienating powerful actors
when possible. Besides, a leader is only
as good as his/her word, useless if not
trusted by friends.
Unfortunately, I cannot even begin to
exhaustively explore my issues with the
faulty Obama doctrine. For America’s
sake and for that of his legacy, here is
hoping the president develops a cohesive foreign policy for the end of his
term. Merely rethinking his current
agenda would be a start.
Zach Shapiro is a senior majoring in international relations. He can be reached at
zachary.shapiro@tufts.edu.
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MEN'S LACROSSE

Jumbos look to stay undefeated, at the top of the NESCAC
over spring break
MEN'S LACROSSE

continued from back
Despite seven minutes left to play after
Andreycak’s goal, the Jumbos managed to
retain their lead. The ball spent a significant
amount of time in their attacking end, with
one of Uppgren’s shots going off the ankle of a
Middlebury defender. With about two minutes
remaining, the Jumbos played possession, forcing the Panthers to play high pressure to try to
win the ball back. However, the Jumbos came
away with the victory, moving them to 3-0 in
the season, and the Panthers to 2-1.
Last Wednesday, the Jumbos had a
slow start against Keene State College,

with Tufts down 6-7 at the half. That
wasn’t for lack of trying, with a first
half onslaught from Andreycak, Tyler
Carbone, Uppgren and Bilby, among
others, being largely thwarted by 14
saves from Keene State keeper Matt
Howe, who earned 25 saves all game. In
all, the Jumbos fired off 70 shots, 46 of
which were on target.
The Jumbos used halftime to step
into gear, scoring nine goals in the
third quarter and six in the fourth,
while the Owls scored just four and
then two respectively. Bilby and
Howard-Johnson started off the scor-

ing in the second half while Uppgren
and Austin Carbone helped extend the
lead with their own goals and several
assists each.
Five saves from Salazar in the final
quarter held Keene State to only 13
goals to Tufts’ 21, giving the team a
resounding victory.
The undefeated Jumbos look ahead
to a trio of match-ups over spring break,
starting with a game on Saturday against
the Colby Mules, who are 2-2 overall but
0-2 in the NESCAC. Tufts has not lost to
Colby since 2006, and will look to continue
its success this weekend.

BASEBALL

Baseball team gets ready for an intense season start
by Eddie Samuels

Assistant Sports Editor

On the verge of a new season, the baseball team is ready to shake off last year’s
disappointing performance in the NESCAC
tournament as it sits in a strong position to
get back to the postseason and claim its first
NESCAC title since 2011. The Jumbos are
about to kick off the season in full swing with
an 11-game, 10-day spring break road trip
through the south, against almost exactly
the same slew of teams across the Eastern
seaboard that they face every spring break.
Tufts opens the season tomorrow
afternoon facing off against its typical
season-opening opponent Castleton in
Newport News, VA, with a double-header on Saturday featuring a Castleton
rematch in the noon game — followed
by a game against MIT at 3 p.m. — both
in Newport News. The Jumbos stay in
Newport News with a game against St.
Joseph on Sunday before heading further
south to take on a series of North Carolina
teams before coming back up to finish the
trip with a game at Virginia Wesleyan on
Sunday, March 27.
Tufts baseball has had six consecutive winning seasons, including a pair of back-to-back
conference champion seasons in 2010 and
2011 and a close loss in the NESCAC championships game in 2014. The Jumbos finished
the 2015 season with a 26-10 record overall,
going 8-4 in the conference, en route to winning its seventh NESCAC East pennant. But
the team went on to end last year’s run in the
NESCAC tournament with losses to Amherst
and Bates in a two-and-done disappointment.
“I think we did fine last year,” coach
John Casey said. “I think we chose one
weekend not to play well, which happened
to be the playoffs. Outside of that, I thought
we had a solid year. We lost an awful lot of
leadership, and some guys who could do
multiple things for us, so we’re heading
down this week to find ourselves and figure
out who can do what.”
Among last year’s leaders who graduated were former tri-captain pitchers Tom Ryan (LA ’15) and Kyle Slinger
(LA ’15), both dependable starters on
the mound for the Jumbos in their
careers — and in Slinger’s case a former
D3Baseball.com New England Pitcher of
the Year in 2014 — as well as offensive
forces like Bryan Egan (LA ’15), who was
second on the roster in batting average
and slugging percentage last year, and
former tri-captain Connor McDavitt (LA
’15), the speedy leadoff man who led the
team in runs.
“We lost a lot of senior leadership last
year,” Casey said. “But we want our guys this
year to be themselves. We don’t need them
to try to be what last year’s guys were.”
The Jumbos relied heavily on their
senior leadership last season, but they still
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Tufts junior Tom Petry slams the ball during the fifth inning of the Tufts Baseball 10-6 win
against Keene State on April 2nd, 2014.
maintain a wealth of young talent and a
few key leaders who will undoubtedly be
critical in guiding the squad back to the
postseason. The team has opted to go with
an unusual lone captain for the squad,
which will be senior center fielder Cody
McCallum, who has been a reliable hitter
and defensive presence for the Jumbos.
“Honestly, every guy, we feel, can play,”
Casey said. “The one thing we tell our guys
is that they have to own their performances.
We’re going to play, and guys are going to
get opportunities, and based on their performances, they’ll either run right back out
there or have to wait a little bit to get another
chance. There is nothing in stone.”
One of the team’s strengths last year was
pitching, which was bolstered by a deep
bullpen with multiple pitchers throwing
in excess of 20 or even 30 innings for the
Jumbos. None pitched more innings than
junior Tim Superko, who will no doubt be
a constant in the Jumbos’ rotation.
“This is the best I’ve felt, the healthiest
I’ve felt since I’ve been here,” Superko said.
“I feel good [going into the season]. I’m
going to take it one game at a time, but I
think the team [and I] can do something
really special this year. Pitching has always
been a strength for us. I think our lineup is
a little bit deeper this year, so we’re going to
look for a few younger guys to step up.”
The southpaw was part of a lethal rotation his rookie season in 2014 when the
pitching staff put up an impressive 2.53
ERA, and Superko himself was 4-2 with a
2.64 ERA in 58.0 innings pitched, the second most innings pitched on the team. Last
year he struggled a bit more, along with the
rest of the staff but still managed to go 5-4
with a 3.68 ERA in 58.2 innings as the team’s
strikeout leader.
Superko will duke it out with senior
Andrew David to be Tufts’ ace this season. David was deadly from the rubber for
almost all of last season, going 6-0 with

a 2.32 ERA heading into the team’s final
game of the season — the elimination
game of the NESCAC tournament against
Bates, when he got lit up for seven runs in
1.2 innings to take his only loss and saw his
ERA blow up to 3.46.
Especially early in the season, the team
will look for the pitchers to make an impact
on the game and throw as many innings as
possible to give the team the best opportunities to collect early wins.
Sophomore infielder Tommy O’Hara, who
led the team in batting average and slugging
percentage last year in his rookie season, and
senior shortstop Matt Moser, who led the
team in home runs with five last season, will
likely lead the Jumbos at the plate.
As Casey alluded to, one area of strength
for the Jumbos is their depth. And with an
incredibly packed early season schedule, the
Jumbos will have to rely on every member of
the lineup and the rotation to make a strong
first impression.
“We have five or six outfielders, who can all
play,” Casey said. “I feel great about our infield
depth, especially defensively. I think no matter
who backs up whom, they can play all three
positions really well. That’ll help us this week
because we’re playing so many games.”
Having now practiced for months leading up to the start of the season, the team
is eager to get the season underway.
“I’m excited to compete against another
team,” Superko said. “We’ve been going at it
since the fall, just against ourselves. Everyone’s
just excited to get down there and see what we
can do. We have a lot of talent this year, so I
think expectations are pretty high.”
Tufts will not play a NESCAC team until
the team’s series against Bates on April 2-3
and a home game until a doubleheader
against Brandeis on April 9. But with such
an intense and demanding start to the
season, the Jumbos will look to get in a
rhythm early that can dictate the tone for
the course of the season.

Ryan Schneiderman
Outside of the Boot

Zlatan the Great,
where next?

D

uring his time at Barcelona,
Zlatan Ibrahimovic once
famously compared himself
to a Ferrari. While it was in
reference to his lack of playing time,
the two certainly have commonalities.
Powerful yet graceful. Stylish and precise. But after scoring his 100th league
goal for PSG over the weekend, perhaps
a more pertinent comparison is fine
wine. Since he turned thirty, Ibrahimovic
has scored at least an astonishing thirty
five goals per season, higher than any
other stretch of his career. This season,
at the age of 34, Ibrahimovic is having
one of his best seasons to date. During
PSG’s most recent 9-0 dismantling of
Troyes, he scored four goals, including a
sublime, acrobatic one-time finish and
a side-footed volley that darted into
the top right corner. With the goals, he
raised his tally to 27 league goals on the
season and, in doing so, secured PSG
their fourth consecutive Ligue 1 title.
After the game, Ibrahimovic confirmed that this will be his last season
in the French capital. In typical Zlatan
fashion, he joked that he would only
stay with PSG if the Eiffel Tower was
replaced with his statue. While PSG
fans will certainly be unhappy with
the news, it is hard to blame Zlatan
for wanting to move. His four years
playing in France have undoubtedly
been successful, winning 10 domestic
trophies there, but there will always
be those who say it came too easily.
I mean, let’s be honest, PSG could
go the whole season in second gear
and win the title. In fact, the current
gap between them and second place
Monaco is such that Monaco is closer to relegation than they are to first
place. After conquering his third major
European league, Ibrahimovic needs a
new challenge.
This raises the question, where will
he go next? Some suspect he will follow
in the footsteps of other aging European
stars and move to the MLS or China. For
me, he will stay in Europe. I just think
he still has something to prove. As he
has already had successful spells in
Italy, Spain and France, I suspect he will
move elsewhere. That leaves Germany
and England. While a move to Bayern
Munich or Borussia Dortmund could
certainly be on the cards, all signs point
to England. Ibrahimovic has all of the
qualities to thrive in England. He has
the strength to withstand the physical
play, the technical quality to score brilliant goals and the personality to perform consistently on the biggest stage
in the world.
If Zlatan does indeed want to move
to the Premier League, he will be welcomed with open arms. It is hard to
deny that this Premier League season
has been flat. While Leicester City’s
surprising title challenge has certainly
been captivating, the performances of
the league’s top sides have been disappointing. Manchester United have
never been in this bad of shape in the
Premier League at this stage of the
season. Manchester City, the highest
scorers of the past two seasons, have
scored fewer away goals than newly
promoted sides Bournemouth and
Watford. The Premier League needs a
spark. Hopefully Zlatan will provide it.
Ryan Schneiderman is a sophomore
majoring in computer science. He can be
reached at ryan.schneiderman@tufts.edu
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No. 1 men’s lacrosse gets the W in first conference match-up of the season
by Maddie Payne

Assistant Sports Editor

The Jumbos gained an early lead
against the Middlebury Panthers on
Saturday and never lost it to take
the win in their first conference game
of the season. Despite Middlebury
dominating statistically, No. 1-ranked
Tufts outscored Middlebury 12-10 and
improved its record to 3-0 so far this
season and 1-0 in the NESCAC conference. This close victory came after a
decisive 21-13 win against Keene State
last Wednesday.
Since both games were away, the
Jumbos lacked the home field advantage that they will have this Saturday
against Colby, but this failed to hinder their success. Tufts went up 4-1
after only six minutes thanks to goals
from senior captain Ben Andreycak,
senior Jake Gillespie (who had two)
and junior Austin Carbone, all of whom
made shots past junior goalie Will Ernst
of Middlebury.
The Middlebury Panthers trailed
4-2 going into the second quarter, but
returned with strong offensive play,
threatening the cage three times —
going wide, high and even hitting the
post — before senior Tim Giarusso finally found the net. However, the Jumbos
matched them minutes later with a
goal from junior Cam Irwin, assisted
by senior captain John Uppgren. The
goal, like many others in the game,
came off of rapid transition play, which
Middlebury had a tough time defending
against throughout the game.
“Coach [Mike] Daly says that as
soon as the ball is in our sticks after

a save or ground ball in the defensive
end, we’re on offense,” Gillespie said.
“We’re always attacking in transition.
We always try to do that before the
opposing defense is set up with their
slides. That was definitely a key to our
game and it is key to everything that
we do.”
Although Middlebury won more
faceoffs and picked up more ground
balls than Tufts, the strength of Tufts’
defense and senior goalkeeper Alex
Salazar’s numerous saves helped the
Jumbos secure the win. Irwin’s goal led
off a successful string of goals from
senior Kyle Howard-Johnson, Uppgren
and Andreycak. Uppgren cited the ability of the defensemen to go up into the
attack as a key aspect of their success in
transition play.
“The defensive guys are really skilled
offensively too, and it’s great to be able
to have those weapons on the field at all
times,” Uppgren said. “We don’t need to
have our offensive players on the field
to be able to go to the net.”
While the first half allowed the team
to open up a three-goal lead on the
Panthers, the second half showed a
marked difference. Middlebury went
on an attacking run to score three
goals to Tufts’ one in the third quarter.
Despite strong efforts from Tufts that
elicited four saves in the opening minutes by Ernst, the rest of the quarter
saw the ball mostly in the Jumbos’ end
of the field, with the Panthers firing off
21 shots in that quarter alone. However,
the Panthers only managed to finish on
three of the 21 attempts because many
of their shots were from 15 yards out
and were consistently saved by Salazar.

“I was very happy with the way our
defense played,” Salazar said. “They
gave me a lot of shots that I was very
comfortable saving; they were getting
out on [defense] and putting Middlebury
in spots where it would be beneficial for
me to save the ball because I could get a
good look at it.”
The fourth quarter opened with senior
Connor Bilby feeding Andreycak right in
front of the cage, and Andreycak turned
and found the back of the net, giving
Tufts a two-goal advantage at 10-8. But
Middlebury then capitalized on a manup opportunity to get within one. Shortly
after that, a Jumbo double team failed to
pressure Middlebury sophomore Parker
Lawlor enough, allowing him to run in
from the right side and fire the ball into
the top left corner to give the Panthers
the equalizer.

But a goal from Gillespie put Tufts
ahead again, and with seven minutes to go, Bilby punished some lazy
Middlebury defense with a neat feed
from behind the goal to Andreycak for
his fourth goal. This was the first and
only time that the Jumbos were able to
capitalize on a man-up chance during
the game.
“The man-up opportunities obviously wasn’t our best showing,”
Howard-Johnson said. “We were getting good looks on Saturday, we just
weren’t necessarily finishing them.
That was more of an outlier than anything else. It’s frustrating when we
can’t, but all we can do is look to the
next game and try to do better and
learn from our mistakes.”
see MEN'S LACROSSE, page 10
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Tufts attacker John Uppgren, a senior, falls to the ground during Tufts’ men’s lacrosse 25-6
victory over Hamilton at Bello Field on Saturday, April 11, 2015.

FENCING

Jumbos’ performance at regional championships headlined by
Hewes’ strong showing
by Ben Feinberg

ond round of the tournament before bowing
out. Junior Chandler Coble was the eighth
Jumbo in action at the Regionals, participating
Eight members of the women’s fenc- in the epee, but she did not make it past the
ing team participated in the 2016 NCAA first round after going 2-2 in her bouts.
Regional Championships on Sunday at
Gooch had high praise for Hewes after
Vassar College. The team was led by junior an impressive day.
foilist Juliet Hewes, who advanced to the
“Juliet [Hewes] had an amazing day,”
third round of the tournament.
she said. “For her, the style of fencing
Six other team members — senior cap- changed each round, which is unusual,
tain Alexandra Boden in saber, senior Julia and it forced her to be able to adapt quickMalleck in epee, junior Anna Gooch in epee, ly. She really fought through the entire day,
sophomore Nayab Ajaz in saber, sophomore and she definitely didn’t let the strength of
Bridget Marturano in saber and sophomore the competition bother her mentally.”
Julia O’Gara in foil — all advanced to the secHewes finished the day in 15th place in
the foil. She won
three of her bouts
in the first round
and was plus seven
in touches. In the
second round, she
won twice and
advanced despite
being negative five
in touches.
Boden
gave
another standout performance
for the team, as
the senior competed as a Jumbo
COURTESY ANNA GOOCH for the last time
The Tufts Women’s Fencing team at Boston College on Jan. 22.
her
career.

Staff Writer

Although she might have not done as
well as she may have hoped, she inspired
her teammates.
“Alex Boden had a really tough fight
throughout the day as well,” Gooch said.
“Being a senior, she left everything she had
on the strip. I know that she was disappointed
with her result, but seeing her so passionate
about the sport and the team was definitely an
inspiration for us.”
Gooch herself turned in a strong performance on the day, finishing 28th overall in
the epee. However, she was disappointed
with her mental game.
“I’d say that I had a relatively simple first
round – there wasn’t anything unusual,” she
said. “But my problems hit me in the second
round. I let the competitiveness of the other
fencers get to me, and at that point, the
fencing doesn’t matter anymore. I’m happy
with how I fenced in the first round, but I
let my emotions get the best of me in the
second, which really hurt me.”
Gooch won three of her four bouts in
the first round, finishing with a touch differential of plus six.
Malleck noted the significance of the
team’s showing at the meet for the program.
“The NE Regional Championships is
the most difficult qualifying competition
for fencing in the U.S., given the high
concentration of Div. I fencing schools in
the region,” she said.

No Jumbos advanced far enough in the
Regionals tournament to qualify for the NCAA
Championships at Brandeis later this month,
and the 2016 season comes to an end for the
team. When asked to reflect on the season,
team members emphasized the main focus
of this season was on adapting to the changes
that have occurred since last season.
“This season was one of growth and
change for the team, having a new coach
[Carlos Bruno] and athletics director [John
Morris],” Malleck said.
“This season was absolutely a success,”
Gooch said. “We started with a new coach
and a lot of changes. Yes, we had some
amazing fencing results, and we have some
stuff that could be improved. But I think
this was a learning season, and I can say
that I’ve learned a lot about myself, my
team and the sport this season.”
Looking forward to next season, Gooch
and Coble will take over as captains as the program continues to build. The Jumbos, while
excited about the future, know which areas
they need to focus and improve on in order to
build an even more successful program.
“I think that for next season, we’re still going
to be working on our mentality,” Gooch said.
“We need confidence as a team. Technical
skills can be learned, but we need to work as
a team to make those skills effective. We’re
passionate people, and I think that we can let
that show more in our fencing.”

